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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a framework for the interactive 3D visualization of archaeological sites on handheld
devices using fast augmented reality techniques. The user interface allows for the ubiquitous, personalized and
context-aware browsing of complex digital contents, such like 3D models and videos. The framework is very
general and entirely devised and built by the means of free, cross-platform components. We demonstrate the
flexibility of our system in a real case scenario, namely the augmented visualization of a historically reliable
model of the Ancient Forum of Nerva located in Rome, Italy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Augmented reality (AR) is an emerging computer tech-
nology where the perception of the user is enhanced by
the seamless blending between real environment and
computer-generated virtual objects coexisting in the
same space. The resulting mixed image supplements
reality, rather than replacing it [7].

In the context of cultural heritage, augmented reality is
used to blend visual representations of historical mon-
uments, artifacts, buildings, etc., into the real environ-
ment visited by the audience (e.g., tourists, students, re-
searchers). For example, in virtual Pompeii [15], virtual
characters representing ancient Romans are blended
into the real environment; the user is able to perceive
them by means of an ad-hoc mobile AR system. Such
applications create simulations of ancient cultures by
integrating them in the actual real environment. In this
way, the user can learn about the culture by directly in-
teracting with it on site.

Augmented reality systems are rather complex and in-
volve technologies from different areas such as com-
puter vision, computer graphics and human-computer
interaction, in order to synthesize and deliver the vir-
tual information onto the images of reality. Generally,
the system must 1) track and locate the real images,
2) display the virtual information and 3) align and su-
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perimpose the virtual data onto the real image. The
main challenge in the design of these systems lies in
the seamless integration of computationally-expensive
software modules and energy consuming hardware in a
framework that must run at interactive rate and, at the
same time, be portable by the user. Traditionally, the
mobile systems [19, 15] require the user to wear a set
of hardware devices such as cameras, electronic com-
passes, small laptops, which makes the whole system
not comfortable and limits de-facto the massive spread-
ing of mobile AR systems in the context of cultural her-
itage.

The recent increase of the computational capabilities,
the sensor equipment and the advancement of 3D accel-
erated graphics technologies for handheld devices, of-
fer the potential to make the AR heritage systems more
comfortable to carry and wear, facilitating the spread of
this kind of AR systems to the mass market.

1.1 Contributions
In this paper, we present a novel mobile framework
for augmented reality in the context of cultural her-
itage, running on modern handheld devices. The frame-
work implements context-aware tracking, 3D alignment
and visualization of graphical models at interactive rate.
Using this framework, the user is free to roam around
archaeological sites using non-invasive and already in
use devices such as modern smartphones and tablets.
The framework is composed by free, cross-platform
software modules, making it easier to reproduce.

The applicability of the framework is tested by provid-
ing an augmented view of the Ancient Forum of Nerva,
which was one of the Imperial Fora during the Roman
Empire age. The 3D model has been designed accord-
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Figure 1: Left. 3D reconstruction of the Ancient Forum of Nerva in Rome, Italy. Middle. Augmented view of the
archeological artifact on-site. Right. A screenshot of the framework running on a handheld device.

ing to the information acquired from previous archaeo-
logical studies [18].

2 RELATED WORK
Augmented Reality is a technology allowing for ex-
tending the vision of real world with superimposition
of digital information, e.g. 3D virtual objects, 2D im-
ages and icons, labels, etc. Augmented reality is not
intended for replacing the reality like traditional virtual
reality, but it rather enhances it with digital data, mak-
ing virtual and real objects coexist in the same space. In
general, an augmented reality system must be equipped
with display, tracker, graphics capabilities and appro-
priate software [6, 7, 9].
Head-Mounted Displays [13] are one of the most pop-
ular approaches for delivering mobile augmented real-
ity in the context of cultural heritage. The Archeogu-
ide project is among the pioneer systems for the on-
site exploration of outdoor sites [11, 19]. Such a sys-
tem is able to track position and orientation of the user
employing a camera and an electronic compass, both
mounted with the display unit. This allows for inferring
the field of view and displaying 2D virtual images and
information of the scene observed by the user. How-
ever, the weight and dimension of the required hard-
ware devices makes the whole system uncomfortable to
wear.
Modern handheld devices, such like smartphones and
tablets, have a complete set of high quality sensors
such as 3-axis gyroscope, ambient light sensor, ac-
celerometers, magnetometer, proximity sensor, and as-
sisted GPS; hence they are well suited for the develop-
ment of augmented reality systems in a scenario similar
to Archeoguide. Recent research efforts have provided
several mobile solutions [8, 12, 20, 10] but are still not
able to visualize context-aware, outdoor 3D models in
a general manner.
Existing commercial mobile applications in the context
of cultural heritage touring [3, 4, 1] lack of the capabil-
ity to interactively blend 3D content to the observed real

scene. In general, they completely replace the video
feed coming from the camera with a 3D scene, requir-
ing the user to stand in a known position and imple-
menting a simple alignment based on the compass of
the device, without an actual tracking and registration
of the video feed with the virtual objects as it happens
in augmented reality systems.

3 OVERALL DESIGN
In an augmented reality system, objects in real and vir-
tual worlds must be precisely aligned with respect to
each other, otherwise the illusion that the two worlds
coexist is compromised. An augmented reality system
lacking of accurate registration is not acceptable [6],
and this is a requisite for establishing a connection be-
tween the features of 2D images of reality and the 3D
virtual world frame [9]. Computer vision is extensively
used in AR systems mostly for two main tasks: image
tracking and reconstructing/recognizing. Tracking al-
gorithms interpret camera images and, in this context,
can be categorized in two classes: those relying only on
feature detection and those using a precomputed model
of the tracked object’s features.

The framework employs the markerless tracking capa-
bilities of the Vuforia SDK [5] to compute in real-time
the position and orientation (pose) of some predefined
image targets located in the real environment. Once the
pose is retrieved, a virtual scene is rendered, overlaid
and registered onto the video camera feed by using the
OpenSceneGraph module [21].

Hence, the proposed framework is based on the com-
munication between two main software components,
namely Vuforia and OpenSceneGraph, providing a
touch interface to the user (see Fig. 2). Vuforia is the
module responsible for tracking an image target and es-
timating its pose in 3D space, while OpenSceneGraph
is the one delegated to manage the rendering of the
models. The most important features of these packages,
and how they are employed within the framework, are
briefly depicted in the following sections.
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the framework components.

3.1 Vuforia SDK
Vuforia by Qualcomm [5] is a mature platform aimed to
a wide range of handheld devices, supporting both iOS
and Android; it is released for free, even for commer-
cial purposes. Within our framework, Vuforia is used
for the markerless tracking of the camera images. Fea-
ture based representations of relative user-defined im-
age targets are created for each monument.
To create these targets, the developer should upload the
image that needs to be tracked on Qualcomm servers by
using a simple web interface, namely the Target Man-
agement System. Afterwards the developer can down-
load the relative target resources bundled in a dataset,
which can then be loaded at runtime through a simple
API call. Such a dataset contains an XML configuration
file allowing the developer to configure certain track-
ables’ attributes, and a binary file containing a repre-
sentation of the trackables.
The accuracy of the tracking is based on the number and
the quality of the relevant features extracted by the Tar-
get Management System. For achieving a good tracking
quality, input images must 1) be rich in detail, 2) have
optimal contrast and 3) avoid repetitive patterns like
grassy fields, the facade of modern house with identi-
cal windows, a checkerboard and other regular grids.
Once built, the datasets are loaded during the applica-
tion initialization. Only one dataset can be active at a
certain moment, however a dataset can contain multiple
targets.
Our framework handles the following core components
of Vuforia:
Camera. The camera component manages the capture
of each frame from the device camera, and transmits the

data to the tracker. The camera frame is automatically
delivered in a device dependent image format and size
suitable both for OpenGL ES rendering (see Sec. 3.2)
and for tracking.

Tracker. The tracker component implements algo-
rithms for detecting and tracking real world objects
from the camera video frames. The results are stored
in a state object that is used by the video background
renderer and can be accessed from the application code.
A single dataset can contain multiple targets. Although
the tracker can load multiple datasets, only one can be
active at a time. Our system is designed in such a way to
scan multiple datasets and perform an automatic dataset
switch detection.

Video Background Renderer. The video background
renderer component renders the camera image stored in
the state object. The performance of the background
video rendering is optimized for a wide range of hand-
held devices.

Our framework initializes the above components and
for each processed camera frame, the state object is up-
dated and the render method is called. The framework
queries the state object for newly detected targets and
updates its logic with the new input data, then it renders
the virtual graphics overlay.

As the image targets and the virtual contents (3d mod-
els, videos) are loaded in memory, the framework con-
tinuosly test for the presence of the image targets in the
camera field of view. The test is performed at the be-
ginning of each rendering cycle. When the targets are
detected and the pose estimated, proper affine transfor-
mations such as translation, rotation and scaling are per-
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formed in order to correctly render the 3D model and
align it to the real environment.

3.2 OpenSceneGraph
OpenSceneGraph [21] is a robust and mature open-
source, high-performance 3D graphics toolkit used for
developing interactive applications in many different
fields like visual simulation, games, virtual reality, sci-
entific visualization and modelling. It is cross-platform
and its functionalities are accessible through portable
standard C++ code.

OpenSceneGraph uses a scene graph to represent the
spatial and logical relationship of the graphical scene.
The scene graph is a hierarchical graph not containing
direct cycles and isolated nodes, starting from a root
node located at the top level. Each node can contain
any number of children; entities stored in a node (e.g.,
3D models), share common operations and data.

The actual 3D rendering is performed via the OpenGL
ES 2.0 API. Such an interface is cross-platform, open-
source and designed for embedded systems like hand-
held devices. Since OpenGL ES 2.0 relies on the use of
the programmable pipeline, all the effects, lights, mate-
rials and the rendering itself have been managed using
shaders.

Although all the rendering setup was realized using
OpenSceneGraph, the rendering update is called by
Vuforia (see Sec. 3.1), so that framerate is kept syn-
chronized with the speed of pose computation. When
the rendering does not involve augmenting reality (i.e.,
when a single model part is shown), the update function
is controlled through a timer object handled by the op-
erating system that allows the application for synchro-
nizing its drawing to the refresh rate of the display.

The OpenSceneGraph module is also responsible for
the loading of the 3D models. Usually, a model rep-
resenting a complex architectural monument is com-
posed by several meshes. These meshes are stored as
separate files; at loading time, each mesh is loaded and
assigned to a node of the scene graph. All the meshes
are loaded concurrently using a secondary thread. Most
of the meshes are loaded during the initialization phase
when the framework is launched, other ones are loaded
on-demand according to the user interaction.

3.3 Structure of the system
The framework is built according to the Model-View-
Controller (MVC) design pattern [14]. The manage-
ment of the application is delegated to a main view con-
troller that initializes all the subcomponents: the Com-
mands view controller, the AR view controller and the
OSG view controller.

The Commands view controller is the class devoted to
manage all the widgets available in the user interface,

from the buttons to the virtual object selection. This
controller captures every command issued by the user
and instantiates the execution of an appropriate action,
which is often delegated to the appropriate controller.
For example, in the case of virtual object picking the
computation of which object has been selected is del-
egated to the OSG view controller. The AR view con-
troller manages the lower part of the augmented real-
ity system. Its main function is to initialize and set up
the modules for augmented reality, load the appropriate
data set for the targets, and ultimately call the rendering
update function, which is then delegated to the OSG
view controller. The OSG view controller manages all
the rendering calls using the OpenSceneGraph libraries
and is responsible for setting up the shaders, loading the
3D object models in memory and managing 3D anima-
tions.

The tracking system relies on marker-less feature track-
ing and vision algorithms to estimate the pose of some
predefined image targets. The information regarding
such image targets is incorporated in a dataset. Once
the dataset is loaded in memory the application is au-
thorized to search for the corresponding targets in the
field of view of the camera. After the pose is extracted
the 3D models on the scene graph are enabled or dis-
abled based on the application status, then the shader
uniforms are updated with the computed model view
and projection matrices. For our application we created
a custom target image representing a plan of the Im-
perial Fora area. Such image is designed to be under-
standable even without the AR layer and to be printed in
information boards near the ruins of the Imperial Fora
or in AR cards.

4 USER INTERFACE

Given the manipulative interaction style of augmented
reality systems, the traditional WIMP (Windows, Icons,
Menu, Pointing) interface is not suited for this frame-
work [17]. Rather, the final user interacts with the aug-
mented view by touching the screen of the handheld
device. Whenever the framework detects a touch, a line
segment intersector is instantiated in order to precisely
pick the corresponding virtual object on the screen. The
scene graph tree currently rendered by the camera is
scanned for intersections. In particular an intersection
visitor is executed on the rendering camera, and if one
or more intersections are found, then nodes on the path
to the first intersection are visited until we find a node
labeled for interaction. The selected node is returned to
the commands controller which issues a proper action
according to the type of object that user touched. Using
this fast ray-casting technique, the framework guaran-
tees the interactivity of the user interface even for mod-
els composed by a large amount of meshes.
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Figure 3: A 3D model representing the Forum of Nerva. It is a set of low-polygonal meshes optimized for interac-
tive rendering and low memory usage.

Figure 4: Top view of the 3D representation of the Fo-
rum of Nerva.

4.1 3D Visualization
When the user points the camera of the device towards
a real area identified by an image target (Sec. 3.1), a 3D
virtual model is superimposed to the video feed, pro-
viding an alternative representation of the reality. Be-
sides their constant improvement, handheld platforms
are in general limited in computational performance
and main memory capacity when compared to desktop
solutions. Thus, the number of polygons and the related
graphics quality detail must be devised in order to be
smoothly visualized on a handheld device without sac-
rificing meaningful details. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the
low-polygonal reconstruction of the Forum of Nerva,
suitable to be embedded in our system.

For each model, the framework supports the visualiza-
tion of different historical versions. For example, Fig. 5
shows two different versions of the Forum of Nerva in
two different ages, the Imperial Roman age and nowa-
days.

The 3D model is logically organized in several sensi-
ble areas, which can be magnified and interactively ma-
nipulated. In this case a new view is presented to the
user showing a high-quality rendering of the interested
area. The user can zoom in and out the model through
a pinch; 3DOFs rotation of the object (roll-pitch-yaw)
is performed using an arcball [16] and the scene can
be reset to default with a double tap. Fig. 6 shows an
example of separate views for details of the Forum of
Nerva.

4.2 Virtual Video Streaming
The framework provides the functionality for rendering
videos in virtual objects. This is used to create virtual
animated buttons and to present informative videos to
the user. The videos are visualized beside the 3D model
in augmented reality. User can interact with the virtual
video in a natural way by tapping for start, pause and
resume. Double tapping puts the video in full-screen
mode. This has been achieved by exploiting the render-
to-texture functionalities of OpenSceneGraph in con-
junction with the ffmpeg library, which provides sup-
port for many types of video containers and codecs.
Fig. 7 shows an example of virtual video applied at the
reconstruction of the Forum of Nerva.

5 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A prototype of the framework has been implemented on
top of the iOS operating system; thus it runs on devices
such as iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch, that are mainly
controlled through the touch interface and are capa-
ble of 3D graphics acceleration. However, given the
cross-platform nature of all the involved software com-
ponents, the same framework is easily implementable
on other platforms such like Android. The frame-
work achieves interactive rendering of models with over
11000 vertices at 30 frames per second (FPS) on current
generation devices mounting a dual core A5 chipset.
On previous generation devices (like the iPod Touch
4th generation, single core A4 chipset), the frame rate
drops to 5 FPS which can be still considered usable.
The framework allows for the interactive exploration of
cultural heritage sites, providing the final users with the
possibility to interact with the digital contents in a nat-
ural way by using common handheld devices. Through
augmented reality techniques, the system provides a so-
lution for the identification of archaeological artifacts
and the comparison with their different historical ver-
sions.
Our framework allows the visualization of different his-
torical versions of an ancient artifact directly where it
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Figure 5: Representation of the Forum of Nerva in (a) the Imperial Roman age and (b) in the current days. Note
the red model, namely Colonnacce, which is the only remaining part of the forum.

Figure 6: Details of the 3D model can be magnified and
explored separately from the augmented view.

was placed originally. The user points the camera of the
device towards the on-site ruins’ relative target, while
the software tracks it and overlays an interactive virtual
3D model of the artifact on it. Some of the most mean-
ingful parts of the model can be selected and magnified
to be observed in detail. Special areas of the user inter-
face are devised as 3D video buttons embedded into the
model. The user can watch the related video together
with the 3D model, or in full-screen mode.

The applicability of the framework is tested by pro-
viding an augmented view of the Ancient Forum of
Nerva. The 3D model has been based and realized ac-
cording to the documentation provided by historians in
the field [18]. The augmented view is superimposed
to a sensible map located near the ruins of the ancient
forum of Nerva, so that the visitors can observe how

the forum appeared during different historical ages. By
tapping on meaningful parts of the model, like the so-
called Colonnacce, user has access to historical infor-
mation, audio guide, photo gallery and more about the
selected monumental artifacts.

After extracting the pose using an image target at a spe-
cific fixed position in the environment, it is possible to
project the object at the ground level or in a specific rel-
ative position with a simple geometric transformation.
However this situation constrains the user to observe
the virtual environment without loosing the target. In-
deed the target loss would cause a lack of information
necessary to adjust the relative pose. A possible idea for
a future research development may be to compensate
this loss of information by estimating camera motion
using the data coming from sensors such as GPS, com-
pass and accelerometers, that are usually integrated in
handheld devices. In this way user will no more be con-
strained to maintain the target inside the field of view of
the camera.

Plans for future development include further improve-
ment of the user interface and extensive tests on a wider
range of datasets (both image targets and 3D represen-
tations). Furthermore, we envision this framework to
be particularly suitable for the next generation of AR
peripherals like the Google Project Glass [2].
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